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n  .Let E be an open, bounded subset of R and let P E be the collection of all
subsets of E. The theory of random sets deals with random processes whose
 .  .outcomes are elements of P E . Due to the infinite-dimensional nature of P E ,
this theory is very technical. In this note we introduce a finite dimensional class of
 .  .compact subsets of E, K E , which is dense in P E yet sufficiently rich for manyn
applications.
 .We study dynamical systems on the space K E by considering transformationsn
 .  .t : K E ª K E which are constructed from image source data such as occur inn n
the dynamics of the brain. In particular, we establish sufficient conditions for the
 .existence of invariant measures on K E . Under certain conditions these mea-n
sures are absolutely continuous. We attempt to give meaning to the notion of
expansiveness in brain dynamics. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Nature is replete with processes whose basic data consist of sets images,
.geometric bodies rather than numbers. Geophysical data or neural activity
in the brain are examples of such processes. The mathematical foundation
w xof such processes can be found in 8, 11 and is referred to as the theory of
random sets. This theory involves the construction of measures on spaces
of subsets and is based on the theory of capacities developed by Choquet
w x1 in the 1950s. Due to the richness of the space of subsets, this theory is
very technical.
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One of the objectives of this article is to consider spaces of geometric
objects that are more tractable. By restricting the class of compact subsets
 .  .to sets that consist of a finite but large union of small balls, we obtain a
class of subsets that is rich enough to describe many geometric objects yet
is finite dimensional.
In Section 2 we establish the notation and the mathematical machinery
for our approach to the study of dynamical systems on these finite-dimen-
sional spaces of compact subsets. In Section 3 we construct transforma-
 .tions from a finite collection of image data. In Section 4 we show that,
under certain assumptions, these transformations admit invariant mea-
sures on our special class of compact subsets. Further assumptions guaran-
tee that these invariant measures are absolutely continuous with respect to
Lebesgue measure. In Section 5 we discuss application of the model to
brain dynamics.
2. SPACE OF COMPACT SUBSETS
k  .Let E be an open, bounded subset of R . Let K E be the space of all
e  .compact subsets of E. In this article we will consider K E a dense,n
 .finite-dimensional subset of K E , to be defined below.
 .First, let us recall the definition of the Hausdorff metric h on K E : For
 .any A, B g K E ,
h A , B s max h A , B , h B , A , 4 .  .  .q q
 . 5 5 5 5where h A, B s max min x y y and ? denotes the Eu-q x g A y g B
k  . nclidean norm on R . Now let C E ' E r; , where the relation ; isn
defined as follows:
 4c , c , . . . , c ; c , c , . . . , c m c , c , . . . , c s c , c , . . . , c , .  4 .1 2 n 1 2 n 1 2 n 1 2 n
 4where a, b, c, . . . denotes the set consisting of the elements a, b, c, . . . .
 .  .We shall refer to C E as the space of centers and to c , c , . . . , c as an 1 2 n
center vector, where each c is the center of an e-ball in E. The abovei
relation is necessary to ensure that the order of the centers defining a
fixed image is of no significance.
We then define
n
eK E s B c l E: c , c , . . . , c g C E , .  .  .  .Dn e i 1 2 n n 5
is1
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 .where B c is the closed ball with center c and radius e . Thus, for a fixede
e  .e ) 0 and n G 1, K E is the space of compact subsets of E which cann
be represented as a union of at most n balls of radius e . Using standard
reasoning, we can prove:
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. For any set F g K E and for any e ) 0, there exists
e  .an n G 1, such that we can find an F g K E with the property that1 n
h F , F F e . .1
Figure 1 shows an approximation of a maple leaf by a union of closed
e-balls. If e is small, such as the radius of one of the 800 = 600 pixels on a
TV screen, then any image on this screen is a union of at most 480,000
 . e  .pixels. In this case, K E s K E , where E is the TV screen, e then
radius of a pixel, and n s 480,000.
The space of centers can be identified with the space
n , qn kÄC E s E l R , .  .n
 k .n, q  .  k .n kwhere R s x , x , . . . , x g R : x F x F ??? F x , x g R ,1 2 n 1 2 n i
4 ki s 1, 2, . . . , n and ``F '' is the lexicographic order on R . Whereas the
Ä .  .space C E consists of sets of points without any order, C E is struc-n n
 k .ntured; in fact, it is a piece of R .
n Ä  .The projection p : E ª C E , defined by the relation ; , is continu-n
 .ous and finite to one at most n! to 1 . From now on we consider e ) 0 to
e  .be fixed. Then the space of subsets K E is parameterized by points inn
FIGURE 1
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Ä Ä e .  .  .C E . The parameterization S: C E ª K E , defined byn n n
n
eS c , c , . . . , c s B c , .  . . D1 2 n i
is1
 k .n, q 5 5.   . .is continuous between the spaces R , ? and K E , h .
Unfortunately, S is not 1]1. For example, for e s 2 and k s 2, we have
S y1, y1 , y1, 1 , 1, y1 , 1, 1 , 1, 1 .  .  .  .  . .
s S y1, y1 , y1, 1 , 0, 0 , 1, y1 , 1, 1 . .  .  .  .  . .
This nonuniqueness is not significant for the most useful classes of subsets,
 e  . 4such as, for example, K g K E : K ; A , where A is a fixed subset of E.n
Because of this nonuniqueness though, we interpret subsets of E as
Ä e .  .elements of C E rather than K E .n n
e  .3. CONSTRUCTING A TRANSFORMATION ON K En
FROM DATA
Ä Ä .  .In this section we will construct a transformation t : C E ª C E ,Ä n n
e  .which can be interpreted as a transformation T on K E , the space ofn
images in E, via:
T S c , c , . . . , c s S t c , c , . . . , c . .  . .  .Ä1 2 n 1 2 n
We assume that initial data are given, that is, we have a finite number M
of center vectors:
A s a j. , a j. , . . . , a j. , j s 1, . . . , M , .j 1 2 n
together with their images:
B s b j. , b j. , . . . , b j. , j s 1, . . . , M . .j 1 2 n
 .We will construct t in such a way that t A s B , j s 1, . . . , M.Ä Ä j j
We will now present one possible way of constructing t although otherÄ
ways are possible. We assume that t is induced by a transformation ofÄ
 .centers i.e., t : E ª E in the following natural manner:
t c , c , . . . , c s p t c , t c , . . . , t c . .  .  .  . .Ä 1 2 n 1 2 n
Since we are considering a special class of transformations t , some initialÄ
data may prove to be contradictory. For example, it may happen that to
some center a there correspond two image centers b , b . We will showj j j1 2
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 ..Mthat, for any given data A , B we can find arbitrarily close dataj j js1
 X ..MA , B which is not contradictory, that is, for which the constructionj j js1
 X ..Mof t is possible. We now describe the construction of A , B .Ä j j js1
 .  4If a vector of centers A s c , . . . , c is given, we denote by A the set1 n
 4  4  ..MA s c , . . . , c . We say that the initial data A , B is noncontra-1 n j j js1
dictory if it is possible to construct a well-defined transformation t :
 4.  4E ª E such that t A s B for j s 1, . . . , M.
 ..MPROPOSITION 3.1. For any initial data A , B and for any d ) 0, wej j js1
 X ..Mcan construct noncontradictory initial data A , B such thatj j js1
h A , AX - d for j s 1, . . . , M . 4  4 .j j
Proof. The proof is based on the observation that any data with
M  X 4 D A containing exactly n ? M different elements i.e., with all centersjs1 j
. Xin all A 's different is noncontradictory. Thus we construct A from Aj j j
by moving centers not more than d and making sure that they are all
different.
We want t to satisfy one more condition: we want it to be piecewise
w x expanding in the sense of 5 . We shall argue that this assumption is
.motivated by the modeling of the brain function}see Section 5.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let E be an open bounded subset of R k. For any two
 .  .¨ectors a , a , . . . , a and b , b , . . . , b , a / a , for i / j, there exists a1 2 p 1 2 p i j
 .piecewise expanding transformation t : E ª E such that t a s b for j sj j
1, . . . , p.
Proof. This is obvious. The simplest way to construct such a transfor-
 .mation is to divide E into disjoint except for boundaries subregions, each
of them containing exactly one center a and to define t as an expandingj
map with image in E.
4. INVARIANT MEASURES FOR t AND tÄ
In Section 3 we constructed a piecewise expanding transformation t :
 .E ª E consistent with possibly slightly modified initial data. By Theorem
w x 1 of 5 , t admits an absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
.measure normalized on E invariant measure m.
Ä Ä .  .The transformation t : C E ª C E is defined by the formulaÄ n n
t c , . . . , c s p t c , t c , . . . , t c , .  .  .  . .  .Ä  .1 n 1 2 n
n Ä  .where p is the projection of E onto C E .n
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PROPOSITION 4.1. The image p#mn of the product measure mn, abso-
Ä  .lutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on C E , is t-in¨ariant.Än
n n  ..Proof. Let t : E ª E be defined by t c , . . . ,c s1 1 1 n
  .  .. nt c , . . . , t c . The product measure m is t -invariant. To prove this, it1 n 1
is enough to notice that, for any A , . . . , A ; E, we have1 n
mn ty1 A = ??? = A s mn ty1 A = ??? = ty1 A .  .  . .  .1 1 n 1 n
n n
y1s m t A s m A .  . . j j
js1 js1
s mn A = ??? = A . .1 n
Let ¨ s p#mn s mn (py1. Then
t#¨ s p (t #¨s p (t #p#mns p (t (p #mn .  .  .Ä 1 1 1
s p (t #mn s p# t #mn s p#mn s ¨ , .  . .1 1
since p (t (p s p (t . Thus p#mn is t-invariant. It is absolutely con-Ä1 1
tinuous since mn is and since p is defined piecewise as a coordinate
exchange.
If t is such that m is the unique absolutely continuous invariant
 .  .  n.measure and t , m is weakly mixing, then t , m and also t , m have the1
 . w xfollowing SBR Sinai, Bowen, Ruelle 10 property:
 .  . nFor almost every point x s c , c , . . . , c g C E , m is the unique1 2 n n
 . ky1 4`iweak limit of the measures 1rk  d , where d is a Diracis0 t  x . ks1 y1
 n.measure concentrated at point y. The dynamical system t , p#m inheritsÄ
this property:
Ä n .PROPOSITION 4.2. For almost e¨ery x g C E , p#m is the unique weakn
 . ky1 4`ilimit of measures 1rk  d .is0 t  x . ks1Ä
Proof. We have d i s d i s d i s p#d i . Let A ; Ent  x . p (t .  x . p (t  x . t  x .Ä 1 1 1
be the set of full Lebesgue measure such that for any x g A
ky11 weakly n6
id m . t  x .1k is0
Ä .  .Then p A is a set of full Lebesgue measure in C E and for anyn
 .x g p A we have
ky1 ky11 1 weakly n6
i id s p# d p#m , t  x . t  x .Ä 1 /k kis0 is0
since p is continuous.
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A physical system frequently may have the ability to select its next step
from among different options. This may be true, for example, in brain
dynamics where a sensory input can result in more than one motor activity.
This leads to the notion of a random map.
Instead of considering one map t : E ª E, we introduce a finite or
.  4  4countably infinite number of maps t and probabilities p ,i ig I i ig I
 p s 1. Map t is applied with probability p , i g I, so a trajectory ofig I i i i
the system is:
p p pi i i1 2 3
x ¬ t x ¬ t t x ¬ t t t x ¬ ??? , .  .  . .  . /i i i i i i1 2 1 3 2 1
where the p 's denote the probabilities with which the steps in the orbiti j
occur.
 4In general, the probabilities p may depend on x g E. We assumei ig I
 .  .that each function p x is measurable and  p x s 1 for any x g E.i ig I i
w x w xMore information on random maps can be found in 11 or 12 .
w xWe assume that each transformation t is nonsingular 9 , i g I. Then,i
w xfor any i g I, the Frobenius]Perron operator 9 induced by t , P :i i
1 . 1 .L E ª L E , is well defined. We assume that, for each i g I, there exist
 .constants a , b such that for any f g BV E ,i i
5 5 5 5 5 5P f F a f q b f . 4.1 .BV BV 1i i i
5 5A detailed discussion of the space BV and the norm ? can be foundBV
w x w xin 5 . Also Theorem 1 of 5 states that if t is piecewise expanding on E,i
 .  .  .then a g 0, 1 . Inequality 4.1 with a g 0, 1 has a number of impor-i i
tant consequences for ergodic properties of t . We will discuss them belowi
in the more general setting of a random map.
 ..The Frobenius]Perron operator of a random map t , p , isi i ig I
P s p P . i i
igI
 .It is easy to see that 4.1 implies
5 5 5 5 5 5Pf F p a ? f q b f , 4.2 . BV BV 1i i i /  /
igI igI
 .for any f g BV E . The inequality yields:
 ..THEOREM 4.1. Let t , p be a random map on an open, boundedi i ig I
subset E ; R k. Let us assume that for each i g I, t is nonsingular andi
 .satisfies inequality 4.1 .
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If  p a - 1 and  b - q`, then the following are true:ig I i i ig I i
 .  . w x1 The operator P is quasi-compact on BV E 7 .
 . 2 If at least one t , i g I, has a unique in¨ariant density for example,i
t is piecewise expanding and weakly mixing with respect to its absolutelyi
.continuous in¨ariant measure , then P has a unique in¨ariant density f *.
Furthermore,
5 n 5 n 5 5P f y f * F A ? c fBV BV
 . 1 .for some A ) 0, 0 - c - 1, and any f g BV E . Also, for any g g L E ,
n 1 .P g ª f * in L E .
Proof. This follows from the Ionescu-Tulcea and Marinescu Theorem
w x w x  .7 . See also 4 for justification of 2 .
The condition  p a - 1 of Theorem 4.1 can be satisfied withoutig I i i
requiring that all the maps t must be piecewise expanding. The randomi
 ..map t , p has only to be ``expanding'' on the average. This allows usi i ig I
to consider random maps which sometimes behave like expanding maps
and sometimes like contracting maps.
Ä Ä .  .In the same way as t : E ª E induces t : C E ª C E , the randomÄ n n
Ä ..  .map t , p on E induces a random map T on C E . Let T be thei i ig I n
Ä  .random map on C E defined byn
T c , c , . . . , c s p t , p c , . . . , t , p c . .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .1 2 n i i 1 i i nigI igI
 . The Frobenius]Perron operator of T is P s P P = P = ??? = P n-T p
.times . The following theorem extends Theorem 4.1 to T.
THEOREM 4.2. Let us assume that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1
 .are satisfied, in particular that assumption 2 is satisfied. Then T has a
 U .unique in¨ariant density F s P f * = f * = ??? = f and, for any G gp
Ä  ..BV C E ,N
Ä  ..BV C Enn 6P G F as n ª `. .T
1 Ä  ..The speed of con¨ergence is exponential. Also, for any G g L C E ,1 n1 Ä  ..L C Enn 6 .P G F, as n ª q`.T 1
 ..Proof. As before, let us define T as the random map t , p =1 i i ig I
 .. n???= t , p on E . Since the functions of the form f =f =i i ig I 1 2
 n. 1 n.??? = f are dense in both BV E and L E , it is easy to see thatn
Ä  ..BV C En U Un 6P G f = ??? = f ,T1
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 n.with exponential speed for any G g BV E , and that the analogous
1 n.  .convergence takes place in L E but without the speed estimate . Since
p is nonsingular, the operator P is well defined and continuous. More-p
 .n  .nover, p ( T s p ( T , so1 1
P n s P ( P nT p T1
and the conclusions of Theorem 4.2 follow.
5. APPLICATION TO THE MODELING OF BRAIN
DYNAMICS
In a primitive model of the brain, we divide brain function into three
regions: the sensory region, receiving external input; the motor region; and
the region of the brain acting between the sensory and motor regions,
 .which we refer to as the brain central processing unit BCPU . This is in
all likelihood part of the cerebrum that acts ``between'' the somatic
w xsensory cortex and the motor cortex. Citing 14, caption to Fig. 9.5 ,
``External sense-data enter at the primary sensory regions, are processed
to successive degrees of sophistication in the secondary and tertiary
sensory regions, transferred to the tertiary motor region and there are
finally refined into specific instructions for movement at the primary
motor regions.'' It is the process and site of transfer that is of interest to
us.
In Fig. 2 we show the flow of images schematically. We are primarily
interested in the transformation T which operates on the input image A
  . 2 . 4in the BCPU to produce an orbit of images A, T A , T A , ??? in the
BCPU until the orbit impinges the motor region and activates it.
To construct T , we assume there exists a collection of input images
 4  4A , A , . . . , A and the corresponding output images B , B , . . . , B .1 2 n 1 2 n
wFor the visual cortex, such data are becoming available 6, figure on
FIGURE 2
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xp. 162 . Also for the parts of the brain involved in muscle movement such
w xdata are becoming accessible 2 . The actual flow of images is known in
certain processes. For example, in speaking a written word, there is a
visual input and a transformation from the primary visual area to the
angular gyrus to Wernicke's area to Broca's area to the motor cortex and
w xfinally to speech 3 .
A typical neuron is a cell with a starlike central body, called the soma,
surrounded by a netlike structure of dendrites which receive input data. A
relatively long object, the axon, emanates from the soma; output data are
transmitted along the axon to possibly thousands of other neurons through
synaptic knots.
The space of images on which T operates is the space of subsets on a
e  .part of the brain E; the e used in constructing the space K E isn
determined by the minimal size of the soma. With the availability of image
flow data it becomes}at least theoretically}possible to construct
a rudimentary transformation, T , of brain operation using the method
e  .of Section 3, where the global T is constructed on K E by extendingn
it from the fixed finite image data.
Expansi¨ eness of Brain Transformation
Let E be the BCPU which we assume is partitioned into m sectors:
e  .E , E , . . . , E . Let D be a subset of E, that is, D g K E , say a visual1 2 m n
image on the BCPU. Hence D consists of at most m pieces D , D , . . . , D ,1 2 m
as shown in Fig. 3.
Let us now consider two adjoining somas in D : Since neuron informa-i
tion is transmitted through the axons and the synapses on the respective
axons are likely to be farther apart than the original somas in D , it isi
reasonable to assume that the neurons turned on will be farther apart than
the somas in D , as shown in Fig. 3. This reasoning suggests that T isi
piecewise expanding, that is, restricted to each D , neurons in D willi i
result in information being transmitted to neurons farther apart than the
original somas. When viewed on a larger scale, with individual neurons no
longer visible, this behavior produces a twofold effect: The areas of the
 .  .images T D are larger than those of D and the image T D of D getsi i
 .dispersed, that is, consists of a number of disconnected pieces T D . Thisi
is a natural phenomenon in nonlinear systems where the orbit of a set gets
distorted and fragmented throughout the underlying space.
Random Transformation
When an input image A impinges on the BCPU, there are one of
possibly many transformations that could act on A since a human brain is
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FIGURE 3
more than a programmed machine. For example, the image of seeing the
 .  .letter X can result in 1 a vocalization of the letter, 2 the letter being
 .stored in memory, 3 stamping one's foot. Since any of these muscle
reactions are possible, the brain transformation consists of a family of
transformations, each with a probability of implementation associated with
it. Clearly}in a normal brain}choice 3 has very little probability. With
this reasoning one may propose that the brain transformation is a random
map where the probabilistic structure on the possible image transforma-
tions reflects the nonmechanical nature of the human brain.
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